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Abstract: Single-crystal germanium is a semiconductor material which shows complicated phase
transformation under high pressure. In this study, new insight into the phase transformation of
diamond-cubic germanium (dc-Ge) was attempted by controlled cyclic nanoindentation combined
with Raman spectroscopic analysis. Phase transformation from dc-Ge to rhombohedral phase
(r8-Ge) was experimentally confirmed for both single and cyclic nanoindentation under high
loading/unloading rates. However, compared to single indentation, double cyclic indentation with
a low holding load between the cycles caused more frequent phase transformation events. Double
cyclic indentation caused more stress in Ge than single indentation and increased the possibility
of phase transformation. With increase in the holding load, the number of phase transformation
events decreased and finally became less than that under single indentation. This phenomenon was
possibly caused by defect nucleation and shear accumulation during the holding process, which were
promoted by a high holding load. The defect nucleation suppressed the phase transformation from
dc-Ge to r8-Ge, and shear accumulation led to another phase transformation pathway, respectively.
A high holding load promoted these two phenomena, and thus decreased the possibility of phase
transformation from dc-Ge to r8-Ge.

Keywords: single crystal; germanium; nanoindentation; phase transformation; crystal defect;
cyclic load

1. Introduction

Pressure-induced formation of various metastable polymorphs takes place in single-crystal
germanium (Ge) during diamond anvil cell (DAC) and nanoindentation tests. Previous studies
reported that diamond cubic Ge (dc-Ge) transforms to metallic (β-Sn)-Ge at a pressure of ~10 GPa [1–4].
When the pressure releases, this metallic phase transforms to various metastable structures depending
on the experimental conditions, such as simple tetragonal phase (st12-Ge) [5–8], rhombohedral phase
(r8-Ge) [6,7,9,10], body centered cubic phase (bc8-Ge) [5,6,11], as well as amorphous Ge (a-Ge) and
dc-Ge as end phases [8,11]. Another phase of hexagonal diamond Ge (hd-Ge) is also confirmed by
compression of a-Ge [9,12,13].

These polymorphs possess very different characteristics from their lowest energy structures, which
may open up new applications in future microelectronics and photovoltaics. For this purpose, the
complicated phase transformation process of Ge has been widely investigated. For example, in the DAC
experiment by Nelmes et al., decompression speed was found to be critical for phase transformation,
i.e., slow decompression caused phase transformation to st12-Ge while fast decompression promoted
phase transformation to bc8-Ge [5]. Some other studies by nanoindentation on dc-Ge reported more
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complicated responses against pressure [8,10,11,14]. Slow indentation with a spherical indenter
could induce no phase transformation but only plastic deformation by formation of twinning and
dislocation slip [8,10,14] which prevented phase transformation by stress release. However, when using
a sharp indenter tip, this kind of defect nucleation was suppressed and phase transformations were
confirmed [11]. Extremely fast indentation resulted in formation of st12-Ge [8], and low temperature led
to formation of r8-Ge or a-Ge [10]. Investigation of the phase transformation in a-Ge was also performed
via indentation [14–17] in which phase transformations can be induced easily compared with dc-Ge
because of higher resistance of a-Ge against deformation by slip and twinning. According to the results of
indentation on a-Ge, two clear phase transformation pathways via (β-Sn)-Ge have been established [14].
The authors stated that the intermediate (β-Sn)-Ge may transform to two end phases depending on
whether the transforming region is constrained or not. Unconstrained (β-Sn)-Ge transforms to dc-Ge with
possible trace of st12-Ge while the constrained one undergoes a phase transformation to unstable r8-Ge
and finally hd-Ge. They mentioned that both of these two types of phase transformation could occur
in the same indent for dc-Ge. The same research team also studied phase transformation behaviors of
crystalline Ge by DAC experiment [7]. They classified phase transformations of (β-Sn)-Ge on unloading
depending on hydrostaticity. Namely, quasihydrostatic conditions resulted in formation of r8-Ge while
the presence of shear led to nucleation of st12-Ge. Their findings were consistent with previously
reported phase transformations and helpful to explain the detailed mechanisms [7,14].

Even though the basic phase transformation process of Ge has been classified using a-Ge, it is
still important to study and explain dominant phase transformation behaviors of dc-Ge because of
the complexity of pressure-induced behaviors [14]. For Si, which has the same crystal structure as
Ge, similar pressure-induced phase transformations have been widely reported [1–4,6,18–29], and
some new insights into the phase transformation behaviors were further revealed by a multi cyclic
nanoindentation method [20–24]. In this current paper, nanoindentation responses of single-crystal Ge
under single and double cyclic nanoindentation tests were comparatively investigated. Combined
with Raman analysis of residual phases in indents, a dominant phase transformation pathway of dc-Ge
under repetitive pressure was established, which may open up new insights into pressure-induced
phase transformations of crystalline Ge.

2. Experimental Details

A dc-Ge (111) wafer with thickness of 0.9 mm was used for experiments. Nanoindentation tests
were performed on an ENT-1100a nanoindentation instrument (Elionix Inc., Tokyo, Japan) equipped
with a Berkovich diamond indenter. In this experiment, single and double cyclic nanoindentation tests
were carried out according to the protocol as shown in Figure 1 and the parameters in Table 1. Firstly,
the indentation load increased to 50 mN under a given loading rate, held for one second, and then
decreased under the same unloading rate as loading rate. For comparison, various loading/unloading
rates—10, 25, or 50 mN/s—were used. For the single mode, the indentation load returned to 0 mN
and then the test finished, while for the double mode, unloading stopped at a controlled residual load
(∆P) and then held for a given load holding time (LHT). As listed in Table 1, ∆P was varied from 0
to 14 mN with LHT of 5 s. Nanoindentation tests with LHT of 20 s were also conducted under ∆P =
2 mN for comparison. After LHT, the second cycle indentation progressed with the same process as
single mode from ∆P. For each experimental condition, 20 nanoindentation tests were performed to
ensure the reliability of the results.

Residual phases of the all indents were measured by the NRS-3000 Raman micro-spectrometer
(JASCO, Tokyo, Japan) with a 532 nm wavelength laser focused to a ~1 µm spot size. To ensure that the
residual phases were minimally affected by further phase transformation at room temperature [5,11,13],
the measurement of residual phases in indents was performed within three hours after indentation.
In previous studies, some specific deformation responses, for example pop-in, pop-out, and elbow have
been reported in indentation studies of Si [20–28] and Ge [8,10,11,14–16,23]. In this study, the effects of
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experimental parameters on these deformation responses were statistically analyzed as well as phase
transformation process during both single and cyclic indentation.
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Figure 1. Nanoindentation experimental protocols: (a) single mode; (b) double cyclic mode.

Table 1. Experimental parameters for each indentation mode.

Indentation Mode Maximum Load
(mN)

Loading/Unloading
Rate (mN/s) ∆P (mN) Length of LHT (s)

Single
50 10, 25, 50

- -

Double cyclic 0, 2, 6, 10, 14 5 (or 20 for ∆P = 2 mN)

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Correlation between Specific Deformation Responses during Nanoindentation Tests and Phase
Transformation Behaviors

Figure 2 illustrates typical load-displacement curves obtained under single and double cyclic
nanoindentation tests, with shift of the second cycle curves in double cyclic nanoindentation for
clarity. For both testing modes, pop-in events marked by arrows in Figure 2 are observed during
the loading process under various loading/unloading rates. This event was reported as a result of
slip generation in dc-Ge sample and/or phase transformation to (β-Sn)-Ge [10,14]. In addition to the
pop-in event during loading, unloading also showed some specific deformation events, i.e., pop-out
and elbow as illustrated in Figure 3. The correlation between these events and phase transformation
has been established for indentation of Si [23–28] and cold indentation of Ge [10]. At room temperature,
ultra-fast indentation of dc-Ge also triggered these phenomena [8], but the correspondence of these
events with phase transformation was not clearly addressed. Thus, the correlation between these
events and phase transformation behavior will be further discussed later in this section.
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Figure 2. Load-displacement curves obtained by each mode of indentation under loading/unloading
rate of 50 mN/s and LHT = 5 s: (a) single; (b) double, ∆P = 0 mN (no residual load); (c) double,
∆P = 2 mN; (d) double, ∆P = 6 mN; (e) double, ∆P = 10 mN; (f) double, ∆P =14 mN: all graphs of
double cyclic indentation include artificial shift between cycles (arrows indicate pop-in events).
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Figure 3. Specific deformation in unloading process: (a) pop-out; (b) elbow (single, loading/unloading
rate of 50 mN/s).

Figure 4 illustrates Raman spectra obtained from residual indents, corresponding to the cyclic
nanoindentation experiments in Figure 2. Compared with the main peak of pristine dc-Ge at 301 cm−1,
the corresponding peaks obtained from the indents show a little higher wavenumber as a result of
compressive stress [14,23]. Furthermore, a broad component below 290 cm−1 corresponding to a-Ge
and some peaks around 203, 225, and 247 cm−1 corresponding to r8-Ge phases [6,9,10,14] are observed.
Bc8-Ge also shows very similar peaks to those of r8-Ge [6,11] and thus, it is difficult to distinguish these
two phases from Raman data [9]. However, some recent studies indicated that the phase transformation
from (β-Sn)-Ge to r8-Ge was dominant [9,14]. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the dominant
transformed phase shown in Figure 4 is r8-Ge. Figure 5 presents the detection fraction of r8-Ge for every
20 indents under two loading/unloading rates of 25 and 50 mN/s with a same LHT of 5 s. For the
loading/unloading rate of 10 mN/s, phase transformation was not identified by Raman detection.
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This is a little different from previous research where formation of bc8-Ge was confirmed under 5 mN/s
indentation [11] and it might be because of different detection resolutions for the transformed phase by
Raman spectrometry. If the phase transformed region is only a part of the indented region, it may be
difficult to position exactly the Raman spot on the phase transformed region with 1 µm resolution and
1 µm laser spot. However, in Figure 5, it is clear that faster indentation promoted phase transformation
compared with the slower case under all conditions. This is due to an increase in loading rate, where
the critical load for defect nucleation also increases, thus phase transformation becomes the dominant
mechanism rather than defect nucleation in a crystalline Ge sample [8].
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Next, the correlation between the observed phase transformation to r8-Ge via (β-Sn)-Ge and the
specific deformation events of pop-in, pop-out and elbow in this study will be discussed for the single
indentation mode. For pop-in events, two mechanisms are suggested as the causes: slip generation in
dc-Ge sample and/or phase transformation to (β-Sn)-Ge [10,14]. In this case, no correlation between
r8-Ge formation and the pop-in events was confirmed, especially under the lowest loading/unloading
rate of 10 mN/s which never caused phase transformation to r8-Ge in this study even though pop-in
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events were frequently observed. Hence, the dominant cause of the observed pop-in events is expected
to be defect nucleation rather than phase transformation. There is another possibility for the cause of
pop-in events by phase transformation to intermediate (β-Sn)-Ge then ending up as dc-Ge, which was
reported in indentation on a-Ge [14–17]. However, it is impossible to distinguish this possibility in our
experiment because the end phase is the same as the initial phase.

The above discussion indicates that the pop-in events probably do not result from the phase
transformation to (β-Sn)-Ge in this case. For an elbow on unloading, amorphization was reported
as the reason [10,28], but it is difficult to assess the correlation between these two phenomena in this
study because of the difficulty in judging the occurrence of amorphization which only showed a weak
broad band on Raman spectra in this case. On the other hand, for pop-out events, the correlation exists
that all indents with r8-Ge formation are accompanied with pop-out events, although some indents
show only pop-out events without the observation of phase transformation to r8-Ge. In addition,
faster loading/unloading rates promoted occurrence of pop-out events (13/20 for 50 mN/s; 11/20 for
25 mN/s; 4/20 for 10 mN/s) as well as phase transformation to r8-Ge as shown in Figure 5. These facts
imply that the correlation between r8 phase formation and pop-out events exist as mentioned in studies
of indentation of Si [23–28] and cold indentation on dc-Ge [10]. The appearance of pop-out events
alone without phase transformation in some indents might result from insufficient resolution of the
Raman spectrometer. Some other possibilities may still exist, for example, phase transformation to
dc-Ge from (β-Sn)-Ge also affected the occurrence of pop-out events, but additional experiments with
more detailed observations are required to distinguish the cause.

3.2. Effects of Indentation Modes on Phase Transformation Behaviors

Another clear tendency for the phase transformation behavior obtained from Figure 5 is that
double cyclic indentation tests with lower residual load ∆P promoted the phase transformation to
r8-Ge compared with single indentation. In the double cyclic indentation, r8-Ge was confirmed. Even
though the correlation between phase transformation and pop-out events for the single mode was
confirmed in Section 3.2, this kind of correlation did not exist for double cyclic indentation with low
∆P. In other words, phase transformation to r8-Ge was confirmed regardless of pop-out events in
the double cyclic mode. On the other hand, the detection fraction decreases with increase in ∆P and
finally becomes obviously lower than single indentation. This indicates that double cyclic indentation
can promote phase transformation to r8-Ge, independent of pop-out response during unloading,
although phase transformation is suppressed by high residual load ∆P. The effect of residual load on
the formation of r8-Ge is further confirmed from the result of different LHT experiments shown in
Figure 6. Even under a small ∆P of 2 mN, longer LHT increases the influence of residual load, showing
a decreased detection fraction of r8-Ge.
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The mechanism for promoting the formation of r8-Ge by multi cyclic nanoindentation can be
explained by referring to a previous study on Si [20]. In that study, during multi cyclic nanoindentation,
it was suggested that the transformed r8-Si/bc8-Si region expanded during subsequent cycles and
finally a larger r8-Si/bc8-Si region was formed compared to single indentation [20]. This mechanism
can be employed to this study. Namely, compared to single indentation, double cyclic indentation
with small ∆P can expand the transformed region and result in a higher detection fraction of r8-Ge.
The lower detection of r8-Ge under ∆P = 0 mN compared with ∆P = 2 mN is possibly caused by
an error of noncontact between the indenter tip and sample surface. The case for ∆P = 0 mN means
that the load was completely removed from the sample, and the indenter tip might leave the sample
surface. In such a case, friction might occur at the second contact and cause shear in the Ge sample,
which could lead to phase transformation to dc-Ge or st12-Ge [7,14,17]. It should be noted that 1 of
20 indents with a residual load of 0 mN and loading/unloading rate of 50 mN/s has peaks around
195, 250, and 280 cm−1 corresponding to st12-Ge. The phase transformation caused by shear does not
contain r8-Ge [7,14,17], so friction during LHT might prevent the formation of r8-Ge under ∆P = 0
mN compared with ∆P = 2 mN even though the phase transformation to r8-Ge was still dominant
compared to other higher ∆P. However, there may well be other explanations for the lower r8-Ge
probability for the 0 mN LHT case, and further experiments would be needed to resolve this issue.

Although the positive effect of double cyclic indentation for promoting phase transformation is
explained above by referring to the case of Si, the negative effect of increasing residual holding load
should be explained in a different way from Si because a high residual load over 10 mN also promotes
phase transformation for Si [21,22]. For Ge, two different mechanisms to prevent the formation of
r8-Ge might be expected to occur such as nucleation of defects or phase transformation to other phases.
A recent indentation study of Si with maximum load held for long times indicated that longer holding
time could promote either of defect nucleation or phase transformation [29]. Similar phenomena to
this previous study possibly occurred during LHT in the current study. For Ge, defect nucleation is
more dominant under slow indentation of dc-Ge [8,14] which is similar to the case of LHT. So, more
defects could be nucleated in non-transformed dc-Ge underneath the indenter tip during the LHT
process for the case of higher ∆P. Phase transformation and defect nucleation are competitive [10,29],
so expansion of the defect nucleated region means a reduction of the transformed region at the second
cycle. Therefore, higher ∆P could prevent additional phase transformation during the second cycle,
which could be a reason for lower detection fraction of r8-Ge under higher ∆P. On the other hand,
in the region which had transformed at the first cycle, accumulation of shear pressure is expected
to occur under high ∆P because of separation between phase transformation and defect nucleation
regions. Under a high shear and strain condition, phase transformation to st12-Ge may became more
probable [7,14,17], so the detection fraction of phase transformation to r8-Ge would decrease, even
being less than that for a single indentation. However, the first explanation, that of defect nucleation
during the LHT process, is expected to be more likely than st12-Ge formation.

To further verify this explanation, the indentation displacement at the beginning of the second
cycle unloading and the residual displacement after the second cycle as shown in Figure 7a were
statistically analyzed, and the results are presented in Figure 7b,c respectively. It is noted that even
though the indentation displacement at the beginning of the second cycle unloading is almost the same
with only a few nm difference as shown in Figure 7b, the residual displacement after the second cycle
in Figure 7c gradually decreases with increasing ∆P except that of 0 mN which might contain some
error due to re-contact as mentioned above. This is assumed to be caused by lattice volume differences.
Relative volume of r8-Ge is ~10% smaller than that of dc-Ge [30]. This implies that dc-Ge with defect
nucleation results in a larger difference in volume than that of the denser r8-Ge phase. Such a volume
change caused by phase transformation was previously indicated in a DAC experiment [31]. This is
consistent to our expectation that the dominant end phase shifted to dc-Ge with defects from r8-Ge
with increasing ∆P, leading to smaller indentation displacement after the second cycle as shown in
Figure 7c because of larger relative volume of dc-Ge end phase than r8-Ge.
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Figure 7. (a) An example of indentation load-displacement curve obtained under double cyclic
indentation (real data without artificial shift); (b) the indentation displacement of the beginning of the
second cycle unloading; (c) the indentation displacement after the second cycle.

According to the analysis mentioned above, possible phase transformation pathways during
double cyclic nanoindentation corresponding to low and high residual loads are illustrated in
Figure 8a,b, respectively. During loading of the first cycle, typical phase transformation to
(β-Sn)-Ge [1–4] and defect nucleation in the non-transformed region [8,10,14] occurs. After unloading
of the first cycle, the transformed region is a mixture of (β-Sn)-Ge and other transformed phases [5–11].
For the case of low residual load in Figure 8a, there is little defect nucleation in the surrounding region
and little shear accumulation in transformed region during LHT. This enables phase transformation to
r8-Ge during the second cycle and a larger transformed region than a single indentation. As a result,
r8-Ge is more frequently detected as the end phase. On the other hand, high residual load causes
much defect nucleation and shear accumulation as shown in Figure 8b, which limits the extension of
the transformed region during the second cycle. In addition, the accumulated shear results in more
defective dc-Ge than r8-Ge. These processes lead to less formation of r8-Ge.
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4. Conclusions

Phase transformation behaviors in single-crystal Ge were comparatively investigated under single
and double cyclic nanoindentation tests. The experimental results indicated that fast double cyclic
indentation with low holding residual load remarkably promoted phase transformation from dc-Ge
to r8-Ge regardless of the fact that deformation responses were different from single indentation.
However, the occurrence of phase transformation decreased with increase in the residual load between
the 1st and 2nd cycle. The possible reason is that, although fast and double cyclic indentation
with low residual load expands the transformed r8-Ge region by repetitive loading and unloading,
the high residual load prevents the expansion of transformed region by further defect nucleation
and accumulation of shear which promote more phase transformation to another phase than r8-Ge.
This study is expected to give new insights into high pressure phase transformation mechanisms in
single-crystal Ge.
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